Bed Bug Treatment Preparation List
 ALL clothes need to be removed from dresser drawers, washed in hot water and dried
on hottest setting. Do not bring them back into the residence until treatment is
complete.
 Remove ALL drawers and place in middle of the room.
 ALL bed linens, pillows and throw blankets need to be washed in hot water and dried on
the highest setting. Do not bring them back into the residence until treatment is
complete.
 Move EVERYTHING 2 ft away from walls.
 Separate box spring and mattress and stand them up against the wall.
 Remove ALL lower outlet covers.
 Vacuum ENTIRE home (including the mattress, headboard, box spring, couches and
chairs). Bagless vacuums: empty the container and throw away the garbage OUTSIDE of
the residence!
 Pull up ALL throw/area rugs and hang them over a chair(s).
 ALL people, pets, clothing and bed linens should be removed from the residence for the
duration of the treatment and are not to return inside until FOUR HOURS after
completion of treatment.
 FYI: We will cut a small hole in the black felt underneath box spring and sofas in order to
treat the interior.

Bed Bug Treatment After Care
Please read BEFORE, but complete AFTER we have serviced your home.
 Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum! You need to vacuum often after we do the service. Vacuum
floors, crevices under baseboards, seams of the mattress, edges of the box springs,
crevices in the headboard, couches, chairs and any area you had been having an issue
before treatment.
 Do NOT mop the floors or clean the mattress with any type of water or cleaning
product. You should, however, wash and dry your bedding. The product is a residual
and will continue to work through the life cycle of the insect.
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